Efficient, reliable,
all-in-one flight operations
Lido mPilot
Key benefits & features

Lido mPilot’s all-in-one navigation solution provides pilots
with all the necessary navigation charts, documents and messages on their device – anywhere and anytime. Our solution is
designed to improve the pilot’s situational awareness so that
their attention can be focused on what truly matters: safe and
efficient aircraft operations.

Single procedure selection
Reduces flight set-up time and eases the 
briefing process
Corridor weather
Focus on the most relevant information based on
the corridor, and significantly reduce the amount
of weather data to be downloaded

Single procedure selection
With this navigation solution, pilots are able to select the chart
corresponding to a single procedure, significantly reducing the
time to set up a flight. The single-procedure display vastly improves the readability of the selected chart by only displaying
the procedure-relevant information, thus easing the briefing
process.

Charts in split view
Set up relevant chart elements to your personal
preference

Runway filters

Improved situational awareness
Display of the own-ship symbol on all charts
types

Single procedure selection comes with an additional feature
of runway filters. This allows you to filter procedures only
applicable to a specific runway.

World-class customer support
Available 24/7 to assist with any enquiries or
issues



Focused weather data and
reduced data consumption

Corridor around a loaded route within which weather phenomena are displayed (in light and dark mode)

Corridor weather

Display of own-ship symbol on terminal charts

The enroute module now offers the possibility to display
significant weather phenomena along your planned route.
This enables the pilot to focus on the most relevant information and minimizes mobile data costs.

Lido mPilot now offers you the option to display the ownship symbol on terminal charts too based on an aircraft interface device, iPad’s apple location services or an external
GPS receiver.

Dark mode colors

Remote registration

The enhanced dark mode colors improve the usability of
the application during night operations. By changing the
color contrast ratio, the user experiences improved readability of our charts at night.

Registering Lido mPilot is now made easier when using the
new registration option via MDM. The airline administrator
can set up and distribute registration files to pilots, which
will pre-fill all the required data on Lido mPilot’s registration page. This simultaneously synchronizes with Lido’s
back-end systems to speed up the automatic approval.

Split view
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A significant enhancement to the approach charts is the
introduction of the split view which enables the pilot to set
up the relevant chart elements to their personal preference.

